1969 ford f100 manual transmission

Close Ratio:. This photo shows the difference between the T and T The above picture shows the
difference between the T and T manual transmissions. The T has a PTO port on the passenger
side of the case. The T has two PTO covers â€” one on each side. Tremec T 4-Speed. Ford Truck
Manual Transmissions. Case casting number is Synchronized in 2nd,3rd, and 4th, with 1st and
reverse non-synchronized. Available in 2 and 4wd drive versions. Care should be used when
ordering parts to make positive ID of unit. Found in Dodge trucks, Ford pickup trucks and
stripped chassis, to 72 GM trucks, and International Harvester and Navistar trucks from Easily
confused with T18, but the T19 is synchronized in all forward speeds. The T19 has a single step
reverse idler gear while the T18 has a 2 step reverse idler. Available in 2 and 4 WD models.
Synchronized in all forward gears, with top loaded cast iron case. Used in Ford light duty
pickups and vans. Similar in appearance to the Ford top loader transmission but has overdrive
4th gear. Three shift rails mounted to the left side of case. This unit was produced for cars also
but with lighter duty bearings and gear train. Produced in 2 and 4 wheel drive versions. Has an
aluminum case with shifter turret mounted on extension housing. Synchronized in all forward
speeds with 4th being overdrive. Used in Ford light duty pickup trucks There is also a
passenger car version of this unit with lighter duty bearings and gear ratios. Aluminum case
and shift tower. Found in Ford F light duty trucks from , also known as a TOD top shift overdrive
Produced in 2 and 4 wheel drive versions. F Up M5R2 Mazda built 5 speed fully synchronized
transmission found in to present Ford F series trucks and full size Broncos. Aluminum case,
extension housing, and shift cover, with integral bell housing. Very similar in design to M5R1,
but larger with shift lever located in center of shift cover. Available in 2 and 4WD versions. In
case is changed to accommodate modular motor 4. In the case was changed for 4. The case is
very similar to earlier style units with case length shorter on 4. The bell housing is integral to
the case. Shifter is mounted to small shift cover on top of unit. Built in 2 and 4WD versions. The
Super duty model has a mechanical park brake assembly mounted to the extension housing.
The S is found behind , , , , and diesel power plants. Great care should be taken to properly
identify the unit you are working on as both the S and S appear to be the same and with the
great variety of ratios available, it is easy to order the wrong parts. Both units have PTO covers
on each side of case. On the left side of the case is mounted and ID tag, which gives the Ford
Part number, the ZF part number and the unit serial number. All gears are synchronized. This
unit has an aluminum case with integral bell housing, a center support, and rear case. This unit
is built in both 2 and 4WD versions. The S is found behind diesel engines of and up Ford Super
duty and stripped chassis up to a gross combined weight of 26, lbs. The unit weighs in at lbs. A
unique feature of this unit is an internal oil pump driven off the front of the countershaft that
circulates the lube to a trans cooler. An easy way to identify this unit is by the cooling lines
mounted to the case as found in automatic transmissions. Id tags are mounted on the left side
of the main case. Top loaded heavy-duty 4-speed transmission with cast iron case and shift
cover. Used in Ford trucks Top loaded heavy-duty 4-speed transmission with cast iron case and
extension housing and aluminum shift tower. Top loaded 4 speed with 4th being overdrive.
Mazda built 5 speed fully synchronized transmission found in to present Ford F series trucks
and full size Broncos. F, F30, F, and Super Duty. The S Heavy duty 5 speed fully synchronized
transmission with aluminum case and extension housing. The S unit is used behind the same
engines from to present. An extremely heavy-duty unit with 6 forward speed. NP Ratio: 1st.
Close Ratio: 1st. ZF S Close Ratio â€” 7. New Process 4-Speed. New Process Mazda M5R2
5-Speed. M5R2 5-Speed. Borg Warner T Borg Warner T 4-Speed. ZF S 5-Speed. ZF S 6-Speed.
Markand Norma answered 7 years ago. I like the way the '90 clutch arm pivots rather then '69
clutch arm that seams to just glide on the gear shaft. Is there a different push rod for the '90
clutch arm that I can use for this application or should I just use my '69 bell housing. Markand
Norma answered 6 years ago. GuruVC2XC answered 2 years ago. I have a ford f with a I was
wondering what 4 speed transmission if any could replace my 3speed without having to modify
the drive shaft, changing the bell housing or clutch? And wher CarGurus has nationwide F
listings and the tools to find you a great deal. I have a different car. Content submitted by Users
is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report
Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a
new Ford F question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started.
Search Ford F Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models
For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. Driving a classic truck is fun. The truck has good handling and old
school looks with a modern EFI W under the hood. Follow along on the install. Even has Vintage
Air. The truck came in with no transmission so this gave us a nice clean place to start. The
Crown Vic Panther front end swap puts the engine pretty close to stock location so

transmission placement was no issue. This kit has everything you need to install a 5-speed in a
classic Ford truck: crossmember, hydraulic clutch, pressure plate clutch, bell and flywheel. A
custom built driveshaft is also included in the kit. Once you do the install, fill out the driveshaft
order form to send in the measurements and your new, custom made shaft will be on its way a
couple of days. The first thing we did was slap the bell housing on with no flywheel or clutch.
We hoisted up the trans to see what kind of clearances we had to work with on the tunnel. One
of the ways American Powertrain gets these larger transmissions to fit into older cars is case
minimizing on the transmission. They also offer a fiberglass tunnel hump for F You can see the
corners on the top cover of the trans were CNC milled and new cover plates installed for better
tunnel clearance. The shifter has been replaced with a White Lightning short throw shifter that
also serves as forward shift position to clear a bench seat. This allows you to set height for the
right driveline angle, and uses a standard GM transmission isolator. The crossmember also
allows adequate exhaust clearance for lowered trucks. Simply slide the plates to the frame,
mark your holes and drill, using the supplied grade 8 hardware. Set the crossmember to the
right driveline angle. A cheap angle finder makes this pretty easy. Now the real fun begins. Once
we did the mock up and took out the trans, it was time to start the install. One of the critical
procedures is to dial indicate your bell housing. This is very important to make sure the bell is
centered on the engine so the input shaft lines up straight with the crank. This is critical for
transmission longevity. American Powertrain has videos and instructions on how to get this
right. Once the bell is checked, take it off and start installing the flywheel and clutch. Make sure
to torque everything down to spec! Now its time for more math! Once the bell and clutch were
installed, we had to measure the distance from the pressure plate fingers to the back of the bell.
Then from the face of the trans to the face of the bearing. This difference tells us how far the
bearing is sitting back from the clutch fingers. The Hydramax Hydraulic Clutch Kit allows many
different clutch combinations. The key to this is making some measurements and setting the
depth correctly for the set up you have. The specs are. Once you get the measurements this will
determine the number of shims you need to set it correctly for long clutch and bearing life.
Once again, American Powertrain has all the instructions and videos to make this pretty easy. A
digital caliper is all you need. Install the trans and the bearing together. Make sure to run your
lines out of the bell and away from the exhaust. These are fairly easy to find for Fords in a junk
yard or any of the restoration catalogs. Next up mount the patented Hydramax master cylinder
bracket on the fire wall. This requires a about four holes to be drilled. The bracket has a backing
plate to prevent firewall flex. You may have to drill an additional hole higher up on the pedal to
get the clutch rod ratio set correctly. We had to lengthen out the mounting point using a piece
of flat stock to get the correct angle. Finished install is now ready for a new drive shaft. Do a few
simple measurements on the included driveshaft measurement form then send it in to American
Powertrain. In a couple of days your new driveshaft will show up, ready to install. APT has tons
of shifter handles, shifter knobs and boots to finish up your install. We finished it off with one of
their gunmetal gray billet shift knobs to match the wheels of the truck. No more boring
automatic! American Powertrain also now offers an F fiberglass high hump tunnel replacement
for Fs. TKOs and T-5s fit the truck with slight massaging. Magnum 6-speeds will need more
clearance. But if you want all the room you can get grab one of these to finish it out. Hello ,
Aaron here. Are they pretty much same kit as 67? I have crown vic front end in truck and am
building the 4link in rearâ€¦. I am rebuilding my 66 F with a Inline. I would like to to put the 5
speed into it for better distance driving. Horsepower even with the blower is below Hp. Would a
T5 kit work fine? Yes a T-5 would work fine. You might be limited to moving the shifter to
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the desired location however. Give us a call to discuss it. You ever done a swap on a bullnose
f? Would you be able to put together a kit for something like that? We have not. But we have
most of what you need to make it work. At as far as bolting up the trans to the engine thats just
ford stuff. We have a universal adjustable crossmember that will probably fit. Thinking about
putting a 5 speed on my 69 f, currently have a 4 sp mustang top loader behind a fe and 3. We
have been doing Fs for several years now. We have everything you need just call our line at
Your email address will not be published. Notify me of follow-up comments by email. Notify me
of new posts by email. Skip to content. Hello world! Shifter stuck in gear after your new
transmission shows up? Here is the cureâ€¦. Hello, I am rebuilding my 66 F with a Inline. I have a
f would like change to a 5 spd has a fe engine. Thanks Greg. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your
email address will not be published. Join Our Mailing List.

